We have taken the following measures based on the prevention of the spread of COVID-19 infection
shown by Japanese government and Hokkaido government.

More frequent and thorough hygiene management
◇Disinfectants are regularly used during cleaning, especially in locations frequented by large numbers of people.
◇We will be thoroughly disinfected on a regular basis the gondola.
◇The ticket counter, rental reception, school reception, shop casher etc.，will be shielded to prevent splashing.
◇All activity equipment is disinfected before and after specification.
◇We will always be careful about ventilation. Some one restaurants and rest area open windows or use a blower.
◇The tableware used in the restaurant is washed at a high temperature of 80℃ or higher, as well as disinfectant cleaning of food trays
will be done regularly.
Social distancing measures
◇The gondola and some one lifts may limit the number of passengers. In addition, we may not be able to share with other customers.
◇In the restaurants and the rest areas, the number of seats is limited compared to normal times, and tables are spaced from each other.
◇Mark the floor of the building to maintain the social distance.
◇We recommend using contactless payment such as credit card or smartphone payment for the purchase of lift tickets.
◇If you would like a lesson and activity, you should advance book it.
Health check of guests and staff
◇In consideration of the health of both customers and staff, the staff will be wearing masks as a precautionary measure.
◇Guests are requested to wear a face mask when using the facility except for meals. Acceptable for wear Neck Tube or Face Mask.
◇Guests are required to take body temperature measurements when checking in for lessons and activities. If the guest's body
temperature is 37.5°C/99.5℉ or higher, we may refuse to participate.
◇For customers with poor physical condition in refraining from participating to prevent the spread of infection.
Hand sanitizers/hand-washing
◇We recommend highly recommended that you perform careful hand washing and proper hand disinfection as a precaution.
◇ Hand santizer is installed in various places such as restaurants and entrances inside the ski center.
Additional Information
◇ These measures are subject to change without notice due to Changes in government guidelines, and changes in social conditions.
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